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Working in the field of civil society activation and 

empowerment of its representatives - NGOs - we aim 

to solve long-standing societal problems. The non-

governmental sector identifies the country’s essential 

humanity issues, responds to them and, most importantly, 

takes responsibility for them. We are glad to have the 

opportunity to empower non-governmental organisations 

- both financially and with capacity-building tools. In 

parallel, we develop and activate civic society’s awareness 

of participatory democracy and European values. 

Sandra Adomavičiūtė
Head of OLF 
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ACTIVE CITIZENS 
FUND

COMMUNITY MOBILISATION

HUMAN RIGHTS AFFIRMATION

EMPOWERING VULNERABLE GROUPS

ADVOCACY
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EEA and Norwegian Financial Mechanism allocated 9 million euros to 

strengthen civil society and empower vulnerable groups in Lithuania. 

We administer the Active Citizens Fund (ACF) program, implemented at 

the same time in 15 other EU countries, with which we share examples 

of good practices within the Lithuanian NGO sector. 

Together with OSFL projects and the initiative Geri norai LT, 

we oversee the implementation of 72 financially enabled 

projects; We financed three ad-hoc projects.

We funded the “Collaborative 

& Engaging Critical Thinking 

Lab”, a project presented by 

the National Institute of Social 

Integration to support human 

rights-respecting public 

discourse. 

We prepare and 

distribute nationally and 

internationally a quarterly 

newsletter, where we 

upload the news of projects 

implemented by NGOs.

ACTIVE CITIZENS 
FUND

https://www.media4change.co/projects/collaborative-engaging-critical-thinking-lab/
https://www.media4change.co/projects/collaborative-engaging-critical-thinking-lab/
https://www.media4change.co/projects/collaborative-engaging-critical-thinking-lab/
https://apf.lt/apf-vyksta/
https://www.media4change.co/lt/projects/bendradarbiavimu-ir-itraukumu-grista-kritinio-mastymo-laboratorija/
https://apf.lt/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/APF-VYKSTA-VASARA-2022.pdf
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ACTIVE CITIZENS 
FUND

WHAT’S THE POINT

149

25

1441

1,731

28

4795

1348

21,941

444

77213

6

11

733

158

funded NGOs 

awareness-raising 
campaigns organized 
by NGOs 

people educated about civic 
rights and participation  

people informed about human 
rights and equal treatment 
issues  

new or improved 
services to meet the 
needs of vulnerable 
groups 

empowered vulnerable 
persons  

trained employees and 
volunteers 

persons experienced 
engagement in civic 
activities using digital 
means

attracted volunteers 

proposals by NGOs aimed at 
influencing policies, legislation, 
and public decisions

persons participated in 
consultations with public 
institutions

involvements in public policy 
decision-making through 
digital tools that promote civic 
engagement

national policies and laws 
influenced by NGOs  

beneficiaries of 
improved NGO services

NGOs participating 
in capacity-building 
initiatives 
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SCOBO translates every job 

advertisement into English, Russian, 

Arabic and Ukrainian, matches 

candidates to companies and gives 

priority to those jobs that do not require 

the Lithuanian language.

Over the first three months, more 

than 1,300 foreigners registered with 

SCOBO, and 300 employers announced 

that they had jobs suitable for non-

Lithuanian speakers. The platform is 

still growing and is currently developing 

features to open the job market to even 

more diverse candidates.

ACF program participant “Lithuanian 

National Anti-Poverty Network” involved 

people experiencing poverty in the 

decision-making process at the national 

and local levels with its project. Meetings 

of people experiencing poverty with 

government institutions were held 

in 10 counties of Lithuania. Regional 

coordinators independently organised 

meetings in their counties according to 

the developed methodology. The issues 

and proposals discussed during the 

gatherings were published, presented to 

ministries, municipalities, and members 

of the Seimas (Parliament), and used for 

further advocacy work.  

ACF program participant “Diversity Development Group” created SCOBO - the only 

app in Lithuania that helps more than 20 thousand people who come to Lithuania 

from abroad every year to find work in a multilingual environment.  

ACTIVE CITIZENS 
FUND

EXAMPLES

https://scobo.lt
https://scobo.lt
https://scobo.lt
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NGO CAPACITY 
BUILDING 
INFORMATION SEMINARS AND CONSULTATIONS FOR ACF PROJECT IMPLEMENTERS

NGO ACADEMY

INFO HOUR FOR NGOS

MENTORSHIP PROGRAM  



Recognising the importance of the NGO sector and, at the same time, 

its weaknesses, we have set ourselves the goal of strengthening the 

capacity of civil society organisations. With our partners, we founded 

the NGO Academy, which offers a long-term learning process intending 

to allow participants to become agents of change in their organisations 

and communities. In the long term, we aim to strengthen the 

regional NGO sector by empowering smaller organisations to pursue 

their missions and become essential associates in local public policy 

decision-making processes. Also, by applying social entrepreneurship 

tools and strategies, we aim to empower NGOs to plan and set up social 

enterprises. 

The series of short, accessible information seminars, Info Hour for NGOs, 

initiated by us, continues in the social space. 

Why is it important to build non-governmental 

organisations’ capacity?

The NGO sector needs to be able to fulfil its role in a quality 

way and to be competitive. It is necessary to strengthen 

the resilience of the NGO sector by supporting leaders, 

providing them with the necessary knowledge and 

skills, strengthening their qualifications and mobilising 

expertise in the sector.  

Živilė Kubilienė
NGO capacity building program manager 

NGO CAPACITY 
BUILDING 
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4 NGO INFO HOURS THAT 
CONVENED 409 PARTICIPANTS:

Why the Reflection

Experience in Organisational Life. Paulius 

Godvada, Partner of public enterprise 

“Kitokie projektai”. 

NGO Goes Digital

Agnietė Preidytė, graphic designer; ‘Canva’ 

platform presentation and design of social 

media communication. Mantas Janavičius, 

TechSoup (support for the NGO sector with 

IT tools) representative. 

Transformative and Transactional 

Volunteering

Kristina Balčiauskaitė, Euromonitor 

International Research Manager and SAVA 

Platform Corporate Social Responsibility 

Consultant.  

Who Shapes NGO Policy? 

Paulius Skruibis, Chairman of the NGO 

Fund Council. 

NGO CAPACITY 
BUILDING 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZyN00dGYUs&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWu5nnaDVQk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWu5nnaDVQk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_ymu5lrFJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWu5nnaDVQk&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZyN00dGYUs&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_ymu5lrFJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_ymu5lrFJQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWu5nnaDVQk&feature=youtu.be


130 participants took part in 8 

seminars, workshops, and group 

consultations for NGO organisations

We provided 30 individual 

consultations to project implementers 

on communication issues

We accompanied 3 NGOs from 

different fields and with various 

experiences in the mentoring 

programme with the help of experts 

from different fields

13 organisations completed NGO 

Academy’s social business and social 

leadership modules

Interview with volunteering and community 

building lecturer Neringa Kurapkaitiene

Interview with strategic planning 

lecturer Donatas Ramonas

For organisations working in the 

field of human rights, we initiated a 

message-building workshop “How 

to create narratives that reinforce 

the importance of human rights in 

society” led by Israel Butler, Advocacy 

Manager at the Civil Liberties Union 

for Europe 

For the media, we prepared two 

expert interviews with lecturers of 

the NGO Academy, exploring the 

NGO sector’s innate issues: 

NGO CAPACITY 
BUILDING 
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https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/lietuva/n-kurapkaitiene-gana-vertinti-nevyriausybines-organizacijas-kaip-gresmes-ir-konkurentes-laikas-pradeti-remtis-ju-kompetencija-56-1427188
https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/komentarai/nera-nemokamos-sriubos-arba-nvo-sektoriaus-kurybiskas-strategiskumas-500-1475546?copied&fbclid=IwAR2ln3njZuP8RzPB7LwjF4PtTAVHI-mt00cCF0SQTV9y3nZfyGAGTp-y3i4
https://apf.lt/kvieciame-studijuoti-nvo-akademijoje-2021-2022/
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WHAT’S THE POINT

Outcome data from the first edition of the NGO Academy shows that former NGO 

Academy participants have made a significant difference:

Thanks to the mentorship program, all organisations 

feel that they have moved out of stagnation and made 

a clear breakthrough.

We have developed an impact measurement self-

assessment tool - the NGO Development Map - to help 

organisations manage their activities and address 

the challenges of achieving their goals, ensuring 

sustainability, and increasing their social impact. 

Social therapy house 

“Akvilė”

Day centre for seniors 

“Gerumo Skraistė”

the number of services 
provided increased 4-fold

the number of services 
provided increased 4-fold 

during the year, 

the number of service 
recipients increased by 50%

and the organisation’s 
income increased 2-fold

and the number of service 
recipients increased by 50%

the number of services 

provided to the target group 

increased from 2 to 7 during 

the year.  

2

7

NGO CAPACITY 
BUILDING 

4x 4x

50%

50%

Children’s and youth 

club “Diabitė”

THE NGO 

DEVELOPMENT MAP
ĮSIVERTINIMO ŽEMĖLAPIS
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PUBLIC 
EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING
CIVIC ENGAGEMENT

SPREADING THE VALUES OF AN OPEN SOCIETY

VALUES-ORIENTED PROJECTS
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To positively influence the country’s society in its understanding of 

European values, we organise intellectual debates, provide conceptual 

insights and foster a culture of dialogue. We cooperate with academia, 

youth, and other partners to discuss EU affairs and perspectives.

PUBLIC 
EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING

To move forward, let’s look back - understanding 

the multiplicity and diversity of the transition 

period would help us find answers to the questions 

of what is happening and why in today’s Lithuania 

or Europe; or what we could do to become a more 

open and resilient society.

Giedrė Tumosaitė,
OLF program coordinator
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PUBLIC
EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING

To take a closer look at the public discourse about the 

transition period and its teaching in schools, we created an 

interactive test in Lithuanian and English for young people

We organised an international remote discussion, 

“Transition memory. Challenges of Teaching Transition 

at School”, for teachers of history and civic education, 

during which teachers, researchers and educators 

f rom Lithuania and Bulgaria shared their views on the 

challenges of teaching transition at school.

We organised an online quiz session for pupils of grades 10-

12 about the 1990s, hosted by history teacher and publicist 

Donatas Puslys. Nine school teams from Vilnius, Klaipėda 

district, Panevėžys, Ukmergė, Šalčininkai, Anykščiai, Telšiai, 

Mažeikiai, and Raseiniai participated in it.

TRANSITION DIALOGUE

TEST

http://testas.olf.lt/lt.html
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PUBLIC
EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING

Reviews and articles

Together with our Polish partners “Respublica” and the College of Eastern 

Europe, we organised an online “International conference: rethinking the 

democratic future: lessons from the 20th century”, attended by 212 participants 

from 36 countries. Over the three days of the conference, participants listened 

to presentations and discussed the following topics:  

A report on the origins of civic activism and the 

decisive role of civic power in the events leading 

to independence, present challenges, and future 

prospects, was prepared in the framework of the 

“Rethink1989” project with partner Visegrad Insight. 

RETHINKING EUROPE

Conference resume 

A post-revolutionary hangover: 

Is revolution always followed by 

disappointment?

30 years on…The legacy of the post-

Soviet transformation and the future of 

democracy
Rethink: Transition memory. Challenges of 

teaching transition at school
Rethink: Media and civil society 

renewal in CEE Rethink: A conversation with young 

people: the legacy of 1989 and political 

activism today
Rethink: Lessons from the 20th Century/ A 

place for ideology in the post-1989 world?

Simona Merkinaitė/ Ko mus gali (ir negali) 
išmokyti 1989-ieji?

More articles in English

https://visegradinsight.eu/rethink1989/rethinking-the-democratic-future-1989/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dd5aaALi8OQ&t=53s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq7QJGVE7pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq7QJGVE7pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq7QJGVE7pc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BtFykfxis0&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BtFykfxis0&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_BtFykfxis0&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tcnzj5DyNTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tcnzj5DyNTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tcnzj5DyNTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cTCgPNIzYN0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cTCgPNIzYN0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4c_cY48Kbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4c_cY48Kbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4c_cY48Kbk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9aGOpLLxVY&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9aGOpLLxVY&t=7s
https://olf.lt/simona-merkinaite-ko-mus-gali-ir-negali-ismokyti-1989-ieji/
https://olf.lt/simona-merkinaite-ko-mus-gali-ir-negali-ismokyti-1989-ieji/
https://rethinkingeurope.mozello.lt/read-more/
https://visegradinsight.eu/rethink1989/rethinking-the-democratic-future-1989/
https://rethink.zoomtv.lt


We organised three workshops, “Contactless learning: (un)

learned lessons”, for 50 teachers, students, and their parents.

We discussed the educational issues highlighted by the 

COVID-19 pandemic (related to the development of learning 

competence and the balance between homework load and 

meaning) and identified possible solutions. 

Based on the challenges identified, the article “Nuotolinis 

mokymasis: (ne)išmoktos pamokos” (“Distant Learning; 

(un)learned lessons”) was drafted and published.
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PUBLIC
EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING

We took part in the international project “COVID Lessons”, discussing 

the pandemic’s health, economic, educational, social care, and cultural 

challenges. 

LESSONS FROM COVID

https://www.lrt.lt/naujienos/lietuvoje/2/1652419/nuotolinis-mokymasis-ne-ismoktos-pamokos
https://www.lrt.lt/naujienos/lietuvoje/2/1652419/nuotolinis-mokymasis-ne-ismoktos-pamokos
https://www.lrt.lt/naujienos/lietuvoje/2/1652419/nuotolinis-mokymasis-ne-ismoktos-pamokos
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PUBLIC
EDUCATION 
AND TRAINING

“VOICES FROM CENTRAL AND 
EASTERN EUROPE”

We cooperated with the international project “Voices from 

Central and Eastern Europe”, which invites civil society to 

contribute constructively to future discussions about the 

long-term vision of Europe’s future. 

With the help of experts, we presented insights from 

different groups in Lithuania on various topics related to the 

future scenario of Europe.

We published value-oriented positions in the national media:

Sandra Adomavičiūtė,

head of OLF. 

About citizens’ 

assemblies

About open society

15 min. 

National radio

National radio

https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/nuomones/sandra-adomaviciute-pilieciu-asambleja-kaip-budas-susikalbeti-susipriesinusiai-visuomenei-arba-kodel-socialdemokratu-paramos-nepakanka-18-1469492
https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/nuomones/sandra-adomaviciute-pilieciu-asambleja-kaip-budas-susikalbeti-susipriesinusiai-visuomenei-arba-kodel-socialdemokratu-paramos-nepakanka-18-1469492
https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/nuomones/sandra-adomaviciute-pilieciu-asambleja-kaip-budas-susikalbeti-susipriesinusiai-visuomenei-arba-kodel-socialdemokratu-paramos-nepakanka-18-1469492
https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/nuomones/sandra-adomaviciute-pilieciu-asambleja-kaip-budas-susikalbeti-susipriesinusiai-visuomenei-arba-kodel-socialdemokratu-paramos-nepakanka-18-1469492
https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/nuomones/sandra-adomaviciute-pilieciu-asambleja-kaip-budas-susikalbeti-susipriesinusiai-visuomenei-arba-kodel-socialdemokratu-paramos-nepakanka-18-1469492
https://www.lrt.lt/mediateka/irasas/2000144718?fbclid=IwAR2oFrTIBHTsKZboGPNhO9CXZJoyv7dyzPI5XZI9pgtUZxfaA86zNYViPQo
https://www.15min.lt/naujiena/aktualu/nuomones/sandra-adomaviciute-pilieciu-asambleja-kaip-budas-susikalbeti-susipriesinusiai-visuomenei-arba-kodel-socialdemokratu-paramos-nepakanka-18-1469492
https://www.lrt.lt/mediateka/irasas/2000192370/homo-cultus-mazosios-europos-pokalbiai-atvira-visuomene-ir-jos-issukiai?fbclid=IwAR3x2sPbHWIl8AGrFPteSyadIDWcTxqr5f0yiftACI5QZRLuWHYDwMIxc8E
https://www.lrt.lt/mediateka/irasas/2000192370/homo-cultus-mazosios-europos-pokalbiai-atvira-visuomene-ir-jos-issukiai?fbclid=IwAR3x2sPbHWIl8AGrFPteSyadIDWcTxqr5f0yiftACI5QZRLuWHYDwMIxc8E
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BILATERAL 
COOPERATION
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Through partnerships and joint activities, exchange of knowledge and 

experience, we strengthened bilateral cooperation between Lithuanian 

non-governmental organisations and ACF donor countries (Iceland, 

Liechtenstein and Norway) 

BILATERAL
COOPERATION

We held a remote bilateral partnership-

building event with the Norwegian Helsinki 

Committee and the Icelandic Human Rights 

Centre. 

We funded 20 partnerships with NGOs from 

Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.

Advocacy at the local 

self-government level: 

value or burden?” 

“Strengthening 

intercultural 

integration” 

Together with 

representatives from 

Norway, we organised two 

remote discussions

attended by 90 participants

Fifteen Lithuanian, 8 Norwegian and 1 

Icelandic NGOs participated. 

We funded 4 bilateral 
cooperation initiatives 
- 3 Norwegian and 1 
Icelandic

O
N

E
 E

X
A

M
P

L
E

As an exchange of good practices, 
the methods applied by SOCIAL 
SMART (LT) and Bjerkaker Learning 
Lab (Norway) in working with 
vulnerable groups and in adult 
education were presented. 

Eleven participants, SOCIAL SMART 
volunteers and partners, and BLL 
representatives took part in the 
experience exchange meetings and 
deepened their knowledge. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdgqTG6L_Ts&t=107s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqhQbzctPOE&t=86s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqhQbzctPOE&t=86s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqhQbzctPOE&t=86s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqhQbzctPOE&t=86s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TdgqTG6L_Ts&t=107s


BILATERAL
COOPERATION

Representatives of three Lithuanian 

NGOs participated in the capacity-

building program “Active Citizens 

for Human Rights” for representatives of 

organisations working with human rights 

from 15 European countries. 

bilateral cooperation initiatives financed 

from the ACF bilateral fund.

Persons participating in bilateral activities 

financed from the ACF bilateral fund.

sulaukti logotipu
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BILATERAL
COOPERATION

sulaukti logotipu

WHAT’S THE POINT?

of participants in bilateral initiatives reported 

improvements in knowledge, methods, and approaches. 

of collaborating organisations are applying the knowledge 

acquired in the bilateral partnership.  

22
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REGIONAL 
INITIATIVES



REGIONAL 
INITIATIVES

We initiate relations and strengthen cooperation between Active 

Citizens Funds in 15 European countries and fund operators and non-

governmental organisations that administer its programs.

Together with the Stefan Batory Foundation and the Paribys Foundation, 

managed by the Paribys Centre for Arts, Culture and Peoples, we held 

an international three-day seminar, “Hear the Other”, on intercultural 

dialogue in Krasnagruda.

NGOs involved in regional

cooperation  

participants in events financed 

by the Regional Civil Society 

Initiatives Fund

The OLF team participated remotely in four seminars 

initiated by the ACF Community for Action Romanian 

and Polish fund operators: 

“NGO Capacity Building”, “Reducing the Influence of Populist 

Governments through Strategic Litigation”, “NGO Financial 

Sustainability” and “Reframing Narratives to Reduce 

Radicalisation”, in which Lithuanian experience and insights 

were shared.

Video summary

More about the seminar 

“Hear the Other” 

OLF Head about the seminar 

in Krasnagruda

Seminar videos 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Hxym_gtKdw&t=5s
https://olf.lt/7294-2/
https://olf.lt/7294-2/
https://olf.lt/en/when-hearing-the-other-becomes-a-challenge-sandra-adomaviciute-head-of-the-open-society-foundation/
https://olf.lt/en/when-hearing-the-other-becomes-a-challenge-sandra-adomaviciute-head-of-the-open-society-foundation/
https://olf.lt/en/what-we-do/active-citizens-fund/regional-initiatives/


How to promote civic activity in the 

context of a pandemic?

25

REGIONAL 
INITIATIVES

WHAT’S THE POINT?

All participants of the “Hear the Other” seminar stated that they had acquired new 

knowledge and made new contacts:

I was very impressed by the activities of the border organisation, the resourceful educators 

and the way intergenerational communication is encouraged.

At least a few ideas came up on how to unite several organisations and return to Krasnagruda 

and Sejny. The meeting with the Lithuanian community in Sejny was also of great interest. 

I will be personally interested in the history of Czeslaw Milosz in Lithuania. Thank you very 

much for such a high-quality event!

The great value of this meeting is the opportunity to communicate ‘live’ with people and get 

to know a different cultural border through all the senses. I was very inspired by the work of 

the Border Fund and the exchange of experiences with the participants. I was very moved by 

this meeting. I will cary with me Krzysztof Czyżewski’s lecture on the “Small World Centre”, 

which has helped me a lot on the path I am on.

Only the best impressions and fulfilled expectations. Excellent organisation and 

coordination, excellent team and participants. New, meaningful knowledge acquired, 

which I hope to be able to put into practice.

Similar workshops would be very useful in the future since sharing experiences, 

discussions and face-to-face contacts inspire and encourage collaboration and 

networking.

At the #socialentrepriseday2021 

conference, the OLF head 

S. Adomavičiūtė moderated the discussion 

https://apf.lt/alf-vadove-s-adomaviciute-apie-moderuota-diskusija-socialentrepriseday2021-konferencijos-metu/
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SURVEYS



We surveyed ACF project partners about the value and the benef its 

of partnerships 

indicated beneficial cooperation, 
sharing of knowledge and 

resources, and willingness to 
continue cooperation with the 

project operator outside the project 

24 acknowledged that the 
partnership was a success

highly appreciated the 
contribution of their 

organisations to the project

Organisations identified different, 
cross-cutting strengthened 
capacities, meaning that 
organisations had the opportunity to 
draw on specific expertise for each 
particular organisation

23 organisations took the 
opportunity to participate in 
capacity-building training

For organisations operating at a 
local level, not registered in Vilnius, 
cooperation with the project 
operator was a new experience

appreciated the role of other 
project partners 

positive assessments on the role 
of the project operator 

noted the benefits of the 
partnership for the organisation 

to achieve the overall project 
objectives

noted the benefits of 
implementing the project 

together with partners 

All 25 identified the benefit 
received for the organisation 
they represent 

SURVEYS

A questionnaire was sent to 76 NGO partners of APF projects, to which 25 NGO 

representatives responded:

27



There has been a noticeable change in the mindset of those who 

have participated in the project, reflected in more courageous 

self-advocacy, the acquisition of new competences and 

increased socialisation. Our organisation, in cooperation with a 

disabled people’s organisation, has learnt new methodologies 

for teaching material and has expanded its range of services for 

people with disabilities. We are continuing the project activities 

with our partners after the implementation of the project, but on 

a smaller scale.

Understanding other experiences and partly gaining 

qualifications through working together. The main benefit was 

the reinforcement of the content of the project, as well as some 

understanding of the bad situation in the regions and why it is 

so, and a rethinking of strategies and activities for future work 

with the regions.

Our organisation’s members increased their knowledge in the 

field of human rights and strengthened their advocacy skills.

The weekly communication, the discussion of activities with the 

partner, allowed to practise teamwork skills; the distribution of 

work between the partners helped to organise and successfully 

implement the project activities.

SURVEYS
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Survey of a group of representatives of national minority NGOs

Ethnic communities are not included in the 
overall Lithuanian narrative.

Especially organisations representing larger 
ethnic communities noted that more research is 
needed to carry out quality activities.

Several national minority organisations also 
identified a lack of funding for research on 

ethnic communities. 

According to the panellists, state funding 
for ethnic communities is very low and 

inconsistent.

to submit competitive 
applications to funding 
competitions open to all 
Lithuanian NGOs. 

Representatives of organisations 
also stressed that they often lack 
the administrative capacity 

Only a few national minority organisations are 
more successful in these competitions, while 
others lack knowledge, human resources, and 
organisational capacities.

SURVEYS

We interviewed representatives of 7 different national minority organisations.

The following emerged from the discussion: 
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INCOME

EXPENSES

Received funds and their sources during 2021 

Programs and activities

Total:

Total:

Funds distributed and administered (in partnership with “OSFL projects”) for the 

implementation of ACF projects: EUR 1,736,260.

1

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

Other sources

APF administration

13 784

216 865

European Commission

NGO academy

EEA-Norwegian Financial Mechanism Office 

Regional and bilateral cooperation initiatives 

ACF Bilateral Cooperation and Regional Civil Society 
Initiatives Fund 

Projects (Dialogue of Transition, Voices from Central and 
Eastern Europe, Rethinking Democracy, etc.)

42 104

62 500

258 497

24 081

23 238

65 734

Amount (EUR)

Amount (EUR)

337 623

369 180
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